
Parent Conduct

Drama Free Zone
Community over competition! We will always strive to make sure our
studio does not have competitiveness or nastiness. Our values include
positivity, community, confidence, family and growth. We will ensure
these values are instilled in our students and their families when they
are enrolled at our studio.
NO DANCE MUM ZONE! Here are RAD, we have zero tolerance for
dance mums (or even dance dads/grandmas ect)! Dance is an art and
whilst it would be nice to win everything/be accepted into everything
– well this is not life! We believe students should foster their own love
and passion for dance, we will never push or ask you to push a dancer
to win competitions. Please love and support your dancer in all forms
and phases of their dancing journey. Trust us when we say, your
support and love is much more helpful to keep a dancer going for
years! Please don’t engage in gossip or nastiness towards other
parents, teachers or other dance studios! Lets keep this community
free of drama and a nice POSITIVE one! 

$5.00 per 5 minutes late, for the first 15 minutes after class finish
time.  
$10.00 per 5 minutes after the above 15 minute increment. 

Late Pick-up/ Student Collection
All students must be collected on time, especially at the end of
evening classes. Parents need to arrive at least 5 minutes prior to
ensure student is collected and teacher is able to leave on time.
 If parents are more than 5 minutes late, (other than an emergency)
fees will be charged to cover the cost of the teacher having to wait. 
The charges are as follows:

 
It is important our teachers are able to leave on time for safety and
also to allow them to be able to get home to their own families.


